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f rom V ienna jf- Los Angeles 

*rix ■ Helmut Swiczinsky Wolf D 

March 24-April 23, 1988 
/ Hours Opening Reception 
>un. 12-6 PM March 24, 7-9 PM 

Discussion Program 
C ritical Issues in Public Art and Public Architecture 

# 17 April 5 Placement of Public Art 
Moderator: Kate Ericson and Mel Ziegler 

#18 April 12 Searching for Wholeness 
Moderator: Dan Coma 

All discussion begins 7PM. and $2 conlribulion is requested. 
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Next Programs 

The Open House Coop Himmelblau. /<W 

Discussion Program 
The following are the premises of each discussion. All discussion begins 7PM, and $2 contribution is 

requested. 

#17 April 5. Placement of Public Art 

Can we determine a more socially active public art by redefining its prescribed placement? What are 

the spaces that have been determined “public" and why? What influences do these spaces have on the 

work? Should we expand our present definition of “public" to include rural and suburban contexts, 

and if so, how'.’ Is placement enough? Can and should the language and forms of public art merge with 

its social context? Moderator: Kate Ericson, Mel Ziegler 

#18 April 12. Searching for Wholeness 

Pan Coma will lecture with slide presentations of his work from 1978 to 1988 “Searching for 

Wholeness" is its title and will consist of a comprehensive presentation of the four cycles exposed at 

PS. I at his one-man show in 1986: Architectural Icons. Thought and Image; Architecture and 

Alchemy; Variety in Unity. Two new cycles will be presented: The Living Well and The Egg Building, 

together with other new works There w ill also be readings from his poems and his essay. “Prometheus 

Had a Brother." an excerpt of w hich appears below: 

Prometheus had a brother. But we forgot him. His name was Epimetheus. He didn't capture our 

attention for many, too many years. But he was there, silent and modest from the very beginning. 

Goethe remembered him, but he was one of the very few. Epimetheus didn't bring anything to the 

humans, except a warning: "Don 't fight with Gods for too long. ” Prometheus brought us the fire and 

with it ever) thing which followed. We are today grateful to him and even one today is more or less one of 

his children But what happened with Epimetheus? Did he have any children? I don't know, perhaps a 

few poets, here and there, mere outsiders living on Prometheus' shoulders. Epimetheus was forgotten, 

captivated as we were with that terrible thing Prometheus gave us: the Eire But today Epimetheus must 

be again remembered, as long as it is not too lute, must be remembered before the gift we received from 

Prometheus becomes an invincible monster, before the fire burns us completely, before parts of 

buildings fly in the dark night, in the name of a so-called "vigorous modernity." Dan Coma 

Future Exhibition/Project Program 
Destruction and Construction by Kawamata from Tokyo (April 28-May 28.88). Project DMZ. inviting 

artists and architects to propose programs and designs for public use of the demilitarized zone 

between North and South Korea before the Summer Olympic 88 (June 16-July 16. 88). Peter Cook 

and Christine Hawley from London (Sept 88). Steve Barry from New York (Oct. 88). Benta Stokke 

from Oslo (Jan 89). Kaplan and Krueger from New York (88/89), Project Atlas: exhibition of design 

proposals for the reuse of abandoned missile silos and scrapped missiles (89). Michael Webb from 

New York (89). 

Help! 
STOREFRON I is the only not-for-profit alternative space for art and architecture in New York, and 

perhaps in the country. Since 1982, our exhibitions, projects, forums and publications have 

introduced a new generation of experimental works in art and architecture. More than |ust a gallery, 

STOREFRON T provides an open forum for much needed communication amongst the community 

of artists and architects in New York. It is our goal to support new experiments in art and architecture 

toward future advancement of the human environment. 

STOREFRONT s objective is to build an open and free state for art and architecture Although 

STOREFRONT is partly funded by the governmental agencies and foundations, we need your 

individual support even more. Please HELP! to keep this public organization giving strong w ith your 

generous contribution. 

How You Can Help 
I would like to make a tax-deductible I would like to contribute new or used 

contribution of $- to equipment to STOREFRONT for Art and 

STOREFRONT for Art and Architecture Architecture, and receive a tax-deduction 

in support of its programs and public equivalent to their current value, 

services (checks payable to Cultural 

Council Eoundation/STOREERONT) 

S25 or more 

$50 or more 

$100 or more 

$250 or more 

$500 or more 
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A context for Coop I limmclhlau in New York 

Exhibition 
Coop Himmelblau: 

the dissipation of our bodies into the city 

March 24-April 23 

Holdouts and continuums exist Not all architects fed ,u 
knuckled under to employ—poorly—entablatures and ned.m r 7 7" 'om*ncc °f ,hc wor"down past, 

... coward coral "T. *°" J? l’Md 
ali,nmen. Ihcir nh,U,,„phy and ZSS T,™! ' Th'" 
has chiefly been theirs and recent They have shielded .h -1? , J ,hey h-Vc lookcd history.it 

pecking into, through, and away from an inherited design Imcagc t w'Z mlvTnhby obliquely 

.- 
Consequently, Coop H.mmclblau urges toward a modern-day Gesanukunstwerk m which houses cafes 

stores, criticism, sculpture prose poems, urban plans, manifestos, “projects (un,buddings actions s^temem * 
sketchs, commentanes a'| to,„pr,sc ,hc groups intention and achievement, whose range is'enormously 
angmgXoop "mime.b'au heralds an architectural statement, no, ,n metaphor, as the phrase usually nT hi 

m mated words and images, like this unforgettable 198(1 chorus reflecting literal pyrography 

You can ,udp ,m, Ho» bad,he 70, „h'n you lank a, m ,upcr ,«w archucaurc Opimon poll, and a 
i omplucent democracy live behind Biedermeier facades ' 

But we don I wan, to build Biedermeier Now now and at no other „me We are tire of seeing Palladio and other 

historu at masks Because we don , wan, arch,,enure to exclude everthing that u disquieting We wan, an h„eclure 

,o have more. An,u,enure,ha, Needs, tha, eshausts. ,ha, whirls and even breaks Arch,,enure lha, lights upZ, 
songs that rips, and under stress tears. Architecture should he cavernous, fiery, smooth, hard angular bruial 

round delicate, colorful, obscene volupluous. dreamy, alluring, repelling, wet, dry and throbbing Alive or 
Jeuil. t old—then cold as a block of ice. Hot—then hot as a blazing wing * 

Architecture must blaze. 

Coop H.mmclblau. whose name literally translates as Sky-blue Co-op. thus takes the nature of the so-called 

hud, environment seriously: heg.nn.ng by wanting to aerate contemporary buildings w„h a bouyancy as 
variable as clouds (hence their name), they turned air into motion with "Restless Sphere" (1971) m which a 

person within a pneumat.c balloon propelled by walking, incorporated fire in blazing architecture and 
converted a human being's heartbeat into pulsating light within a tent-1,ke ribcage that also made the'heat 

audible in “Hear,space" (1969). Recently they spoke of their Open House ,n California as “Created from an 
explosive-like sketch drawn with eyes closed. .. The land as seismograph of those feelings created by the 
space. In brief. Coop Himmelblau is the metaphysic and media of the physical 

If all this sounds dreamy as newfangled p.pesmoke. Coop H.mmclblau counters w.th a revolutionary purpose 
by choosing to adjust the environment to sud the individual, not the usual other way round, and develops a 

remarkable architectural aesthetic of damage" or what they also call "a poetry of desolation" based on the 
inevitable decay and neglect that result from hab.tation. One example can be easily stated from their 

formulation of the basic rights of urban residents, paraphrased as the right to a large living area; the right ,o an 

inexpensive living area; the right of personal arrangement of the living area, the right to timely architecture 
This line of non-utopian planning is best summed up by Coop I limmclhlau in their own phrase "the tougher the 
times, the tougher the architecture.” 

As architecture in its usual (and unusual) denotation shrinks before Coop Himmelblau's actual experiment in 
building, writing, drawing, performing, recording, and reporting space, both internal and external—inside your 

body and ou,. inside your dwelling and out. outside your head and in While the cant of the street may be “I need 
my space." Coop Himmelblau busilly redefines and literally creates that space so that not even the street any 
longer knows itself—or should. • $ t .* ■' I 
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Individual Contributors 

Anderson/Schwartz. Claude Armstrong. Fareed Armaly. Robert Arthur. Linda Austin. David Bailey. Clifton 

Balch, Judith Barry, Ken Baricklo. Mojdeh Baratloo. Robert Bischoff. Robert Bishop. Louis Blumgarten. 

Joe Bowers. Mary Bowman. Paul Broches. Bridget Olive Brown. Carol Maryan Architects (xerox machine). 

Canadian Center of Architecure. Donna Cohen, Howard Cohn Barbara Cox. Douglas Darden. Stephen W 

Delong. Joseph De Pace. Neil Denari. Terry Lee Dill. Elizabeth Diller. Elbe Eisner. Peter Elliot. Elizabeth 

English. Russell Epprecht. Ronald Feldman. Guiliano Fiorenzoli. Alan Gavner &. Company. Ethan Gerard. 

Leslie Gill. Gordon Gilbert. Richard Gluckman. Leon Golub. Dan Graham. Lois Griffin. Paul Gugliotta 

(typewriter). Richard Haas (2). Tony Hartin, Zvi Hecker, John Hejduk. Pamela Heller. Ann Helversen. 

Daniel Hoffman. James and Mary Hotaling. Teh-Ching Hsieh. Wesley Jones. John Johansen, Dragan I lie. 

Kenneth Kaplan. Robert A. Kanak. Ann Kaufman. Katherine Krizek. Cynthia Kuebel. Ted Krueger. Scott 

Lane. Ana & Franco Marinai. Rebecca Martin. Amerigo Marras (2). Demetrius Manouselis. Amy Miller. 

Yong Soon Min. Kazuko Miyamoto. Taeg Nishimoto. Bruce Aaron Parker. Eugene Patron. Steve Pearson. 

Patricia Phillips, Luca Pizzorno. Anthony Plcskow, James Stewart Polshek. Lucio Pozzi. Jan Hird Pokorny 

Architects & Planners. Peter and Elevon Pran. Alexander Radunsky. William F Ray. Juergen Riehm. Harold 

Rivkin, Robertson <k McNaultv Architects. Howard Rosenthal (2). Seymour Rutkin. Toshio Sasaki. Peter 

Sebok, Ann G. Seel, Richardo Scofidio, Frank Shifreen, Christopher Scholz. Ross Siberberg. SITE. Nelson 

Spencer, Nancy Spero, John Steigerwald, Jan D Sweet. Don Tapert. David Teisler/Mary Anne O’Malley. 

Todd's Copy Shop, Pouget Viviana & Jeff W'altenberg. Belinda Watts/Marcos Margall, Beth Weinstein. David 

Wells, Penelope Wehrli. Troy West, Allan Wexler, Ellen Whitney, Tod W illiams. James Wines, 

Wood + Design, Henry Zcmel (2). • . 
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Please call (212) 431-5795 fur any information regarding your contribution. Thank You Merc School. Siangan. Coop Himmelblau. /WO 


